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How we act and sound
For a brand to communicate 
clearly, each interaction should 
be consistent. Please stay true  
to the values described when 
using the JustCarbon brand. 
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Expressed as...Proposition

People and planet

Accountable

Values

Reformist

Transparent

Accountable 
to people and 

planet

Collective We are governed by  
our members

Takes actions that help make  
the world a better place

The token holds all the  
sequestration information

Evidence based Block chain recorded

JustCarbon



Logo
The logo consists of the company name 
and hexagon icon. These elements must 
never be independently resized and their 
hierarchy altered. Please ensure that the 
logo is not used at a width below 130px  
to ensure legibility. 

Exclusion zone
Please ensure there is at least the defined 
amount of clear space around the logo. 
No other elements should enter the 
exclusion zone. A minimum distance 
equivalent to the height of the 'J' in 'Just' 
must be kept clear on all sides. 

Logo versions
There are 3 versions of the logo, please 
select the best, most legible option for 
your requirements. 

Do not distort

Do not alter typography

Colour logo for use on white backgrounds

Black logo for use on white backgrounds

White logo for use on brightly coloured or 
photographic backgrounds

Do not place on a busy 
background

Misuse
It is important that the logo is used in  
a consistent manner. These examples  
show how not to reproduce the logo. 

Do not add effects

Do not alter colour

Do not alter hierarchy

Do not rotate

Do not remove the icon

Do not add an outline

JustCarbon Logo usage 

Icon versions
The hexagon icon from the logo can  
be used as an independent graphic but 
only in the brand colours, and never 
instead of the logo. 

130px
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A note on origin 
The JustCarbon hexagonal icon is based on  
the crystal structure of the carbon element. 



Brand colours
Please use the colour values below  
to ensure a consistent look across all 
communications. With printed items,  
please use the Pantone colours for 
maximum accuracy.

Typography 
The brand typeface is called Segoe.  
On occasions where Segoe is not 
available, Arial can be used. 

Bright purple

Dark purple

For screen
RGB 129/56/245
HEX #8138f5

For screen
RGB 65/0/153 
HEX #410099

Black White

Segoe Bold
Segoe Regular
Segoe Italic

Brand typeface

Arial Bold
Arial Regular

System typeface

Imagery
Imagery should always be in full colour, 
no black and white shots are used.  
The images themselves should show 
details of the natural world, textures  
and patterns rather than shots of scenery. 

JustCarbon Brand assets

Grey

For print
Pantone 266 C

For print
Pantone 2685 C
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The marketplace  
that simplifies the  
trading of carbon  
dioxide removal

Presentation title slide with hexagonal repeat pattern

Favicons

Text here

The marketplace  
that simplifies the  
trading of carbon  
dioxide removal

Social squares

Key 
phrase 

Positional 
text here

2,300
key statistic

Positional 
text here, 
highlighting 
key point

670
key statistic

Key 
phrase 

Positional 
text here

JustCarbon Look and feel examples

Using imagery
Imagery should be used in  
a bold and confident manner 
and at scale, filling the page 
where possible and combined 
with crisp white typography.

Using colour
The purple colours from the 
palette are used sparingly 
with photography taking 
the lead. Accents of colour 
are used to add interest and 
hierarchy to the content but 
do not dominate. 
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Presentation slides

Positional text only,  
this could be an  
introductory slide  
with key messaging. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur lorem veet lorem 
adipiscing elit. Praesent congue dictum ol loborti ev ontho  
nam pulvinar augue nisl, vitae faucibus nisl sem olper eget. 

Header here
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur lorem eveet adipiscing 
elit. Praesent congue dictum ol loborti nam pulvinar augue nisl, 
vitae ucibu nisl semper eget. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet lorem,  
consectetur lorem eveet ipiscoing elit praesent congue dictum 
loborti nam pulvinar augue nisl, vitae ucibu nisl semper eget. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur lorem eveet adipiscing 
elit. Praesent congue dictum ol loborti nam pulvinar augue nisl, 
vitae ucibu nisl semper eget. 

Header here
Elit praesent congue dictum ol loborti nam pulvinar augue nisl, 
vitae ucibu nisl semper eget. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet lorem,  
consectetur lorem eveet ipiscoing elit praesent congue dictum 
loborti nam pulvinar augue nisl, vitae ucibu nisl semper eget. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur lorem.

" Positional quote here,  
pulling out key facts  
from the body text for  
maximum impact." 

Using graphic elements
The hexagon icon from the logo 
can be used as a graphic element 
individually or as a repeat pattern. 
As well as the hexagon itself, 
triangles taken from the inside  
of the icon can also be used. 

They are used in a subtle manner, 
adding to but not overwhelming 
the design. The arrow can be used 
as an indicator, pointing to key  
information where needed. 

The graphic elements can be used 
on both a white and photographic 
background. 
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